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Abstract
Background: Multiple sclerosis (MS) is one of the most
disabling neurological disorders, in which autonomic impairment is not rare.
Aim of Study: To assess the frequency of cardiovascular
(CV) autonomic dysfunction in MS patients as well as to
relate these autonomic abnormalities to the brainstem dysfunctions in thoe patients evidenced by brainstem auditory
evoked potential (BAEP) studies.
Patients and Methods: We studied 20 patients with clinically definite relapsing remitting MS and 20 gender and age
matched healthy control. The patients were evaluated clinically
using expanded disability status scale (EDSS). Autonomic
functions were evaluated with blood pressure response to both
standing and static exercise (sympathetic), and 24-hour electrocardiographic (ECG) recording, time domain (parasympathetic). Brain stem auditory evoked potential was performed
to all patients. Data were statistically analyzed using Epi-info
software version 6.04.
Results: The MS patients included 11 (55%) males and
nine (45%) females with a mean age of 29.8 8.4 years,
whereas control group was composed of five (50%) males
and five (50%) females with a mean age of 34.2± 13.4 years.
Regarding tests of CV autonomic functions, 13 (65%) patients
had at least one abnormal test. The results showed statistically
significant differences in all CV autonomic tests when comparing MS patients to controls. We found significant correlations between autonomic tests with duration of the disease.
Significant correlations were detected between autonomic
tests and brainstem lesions. BAEP findings were indicative
of brainstem affection and there was a significant correlation
between autonomic tests and I-V inter peak latency.
-}

Conclusion: These results suggest that a significant number
of patients with MS show evidence of CV autonomic dysfunction, which is correlated with brainstem function.
Key Words: Multiple sclerosis – Autonomic nervous system
– Brain stem.

Introduction
AUTONOMIC dysfunction is frequently observed
in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), but the
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significance of these abnormalities and the relationship to clinical characteristics are not yet established [1] . Genitourinary affection which is
found in nearly two thirds of the patients occasionally presents early and manifests as urinary urgency
and an increased micturition frequency as well as
sexual dysfunction leading to impotence [2] . Disturbances of gastrointestinal function, such as
absence of the normal post-prandial increase in
colonic motility, were also demonstrated [3] . Autonomic cardiovascular dysfunction is an uncommon,
but potentially dangerous event [4] . Autonomic
dysfunction involving both the sympathetic and
parasympathetic systems has been demonstrated
in MS using cardiovascular reflex tests based on
heart rate and blood pressure responses to various
stimuli [2,5,6,7] . However these cardiovascular
reflex tests show great individual variability, and
only provide information obtained from responses
to stimuli during short periods under experimental
conditions, so alternative methods of evaluations
are needed [8] . In this way, heart rate variability
(HRV) analysis has been previously used for clinical and research purposes in cardiologic and some
neurologic diseases such as MS [9] . Conventional
time and frequency domain analysis techniques
based on linear fluctuation of the heart rate obtained
by 24h electrocardiogram (ECG) recording provide
useful tools for evaluating quantitatively the tonic
autonomic effects on the heart [10-12] . Major heart
dysrythmias during acute relapses have, however,
been reported to cause clinically relevant events,
thus rendering the detection of subclinical autonomic cardiac abnormalities in MS warranted [4] .
Thus, dynamic measurements of HRV have provided important information on cardio-vascular
mortality as some of them have been shown to be
more powerful predictors of death than the traditional risk markers [8] . It has been reported that
brain stem is an essential region in the regulation
of the autonomic cardiovascular functions and
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brain stem auditory evoked potential (BAEP) can
contribute to the evaluation of the brain stem
integrity and central conduction time. The aim of
this study was to assess the frequency of cardiovascular dysfunction as well as the yield of cardiovascular testing for diagnosing the problem in
MS patients, when compared to normal subjects
using standards tests as blood pressure response
to standing and to sustained hand grip (assessing
the sympathetic function), beside evaluating 24h
heart rate variability, time domain which assess
the parasympathetic function. We aimed also to
correlate this autonomic dysfunction to the brain
stem dysfunctions evidenced by brainstem auditory
evoked potential study. This study will help in
clarifying different aspects in multiple sclerosis
that are vague till now.
Patients and Methods
Sample size:
This study included 20 patients with clinically
definite relapsing and remitting MS according to
Macdonald criteria, as well as 20 age and sex
matched control groups. The patients were selected
from new medical center of neurology in Aden
from January 2016 to December 2017.
Exclusion criteria:
Patients with cardiac disease, hypertension
(systolic blood pressure over 100mmHg and diastolic blood pressure over 90mmHg), coronary
artery diseases, and diabetes mellitus were excluded
from the study. At the time of the study neither
patients nor controls were receiving drugs known
to affect the autonomic system.
Sampling methods:
Both patients and controls were subjected to
thorough neurological examination. Assessment
of impairment in patients was done using expanded
disability status scale (EDSS). The clinical severity
of autonomic failure was graded using a rating
scale to assess 11 different modalities of ANS
measures (postural dizziness and disturbances of
sweating, urinary function, bowel function, sexual
function, heart rate regulation, salivation, and
breathing and signs of peripheral circulation disturbances, sluggish papillary reactions, and seborrhea); the dysfunction being graded from 0 to 2
(0=absent, 1=mild, 2-moderate to severe) [8] .
Autonomic function tests:
Blood pressure tests (sympathetic function):
A- Blood pressure response to standing: BP
was measured while lying and then standing up
with the arm in horizontal position. A drop of

systolic pressure >_ 20mmHg or a drop of diastolic
blood pressure ≥ 1 0mmHg is pathognomonic for
the diagnosis of postural hypotension 5.
B- Blood pressure response to static exercise :
considering diastolic blood pressure increment of
less than 15mmHg in response to a standardized
sustained hand grip to be abnormal.
Heart rate variability (parasympathetic dysfunction):
24-hour electrocardiographic (ECG) recording.
After three hour smoking, tea, coffee deprivation,
informed consent was obtained from all subjects
before testing. A 24h Holter recording was obtained
in each patient on a flash card using 3-Channel
digital monitor. The recordings were analyzed
using commercially available software from Diagnostic.
Monitoring, Santa Ana, CA, USA also delivering the flash cards and the monitors. QRS complexes with abnormal morphology were excluded
from the HRV analysis and the recordings were
processed without knowledge of other patient
variables. Tapes of short period were excluded as
they are not suitable for HRV analysis. Because
of the use of digital technology there were no speed
errors in the recordings. The following time domain
HRV variables were analyzed [9] :
1- RRI (the mean of all normal RR intervals during
the 24-h recording).
2- SDNN (the standard deviation of all normal RR
intervals in the entire 24-h Recording )
3- SDNN index (the mean of the standard deviations
of all normal RR intervals for all 5-min segments
of the 24-h recording).
4- SDANN (the standard deviation of the mean
RR intervals measured in successive 5-min
periods).
5- PNN50 (the percentage of successive RR interval
differences >50ms).
6- RMSSD (the square root of the mean of the sum
of the squares of differences between adjacent
intervals).
7- Max RR-Min RR (the differences between the
maximum numbers and the minimum number
of normal RR).
Data processing:
The collected data were statistically analyzed
using Epi-info software version 6.04. Comparison
between group means was done using student´s ttest, whereas comparison between numbers was
done by chi-squares test. Fisher exact test was used
when indicated. The correlation between the clinical
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parameters of MS patients and the various measures
of autonomic tests was analyzed with Spearman’s
correlation coefficient. The significance level was
considered at p-value <0.05.
Ethical issues:
A verbal informed consent was obtained from
all patients participated in the study after providing
them with all the information regarding the study
and they were informed that they could withdraw
from the research at any time.
Results
We studied 20 patients with clinically definite
remitting and relapsing Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
11 (55%) males and nine (45%) females] as well
as 20 patients control groups.
The MS patients group had a mean age of
34.8± 8. 1 years with a range from 16 to 50 years,
whereas the control group contained 20 healthy
subjects (50% males and 50% females) with a
mean of age 34.2± 13.4 years. The duration of the
disease ranged from one to eight years with a mean
of 3.9±2.5 year; whereas, the mean of the EDSS
scale was 4. 1 ± 1.5 (ranged from 2.5 to 8) (Table
1). Regarding the dysautonomic symptoms, urinary
dysfunction was the most frequent symptoms,
which was encountered at some times during the
illness in more than one thirds of the patients
(45%). The second most common symptoms was
sexual disturbances, all of them were males, and
orthostatic dizziness (20% for each). No significant
sweating or gastrointestinal impairment was reported in our patients. No one of the control group
reported any dysautonomic symptoms. Using standard tests, nine patients showed abnormal blood
pressure response to sustained handgrip, whereas
one control subject showed abnormality in this
test. Six patient showed abnormalities in blood
pressure response to posture; whereas no control
subject had abnormal test. Global analysis revealed
that 13 (65%) patients had at least one abnormal
test. Five (25%) patients had only one abnormal
test and eight (40%) patients had two or three
abnormal tests. The control group showed tests
abnormalities in two (10%) patient.
The two groups differed significantly in the
autonomic cardiovascular tests. In time domain
analysis of 24h ECG recording, no difference
between the studied groups regarding the total
processed time, whereas the mean heart rate (HR)
was significantly higher in patients than control.
(p<0.001). The Max RR-Min RR intervals showed
significant decline in the patients' group than in

controls (p<0.001). SDNN index, a broad measure
of HRV, the PNN 50% and RMSSD which measure
the changes in the vagal mediated autonomic tone
were significantly lower in the patients than in
controls (p<0.001) (Table 1). As regards the correlation of autonomic dysfunction with clinical parameters, we found significant correlations between
autonomic tests of sympathetic and parasympathetic
systems with the duration of the disease. Weak
correlation was detected between these tests and
age of the patients. On the other hand, no relationship was found between autonomic dysfunction
and both clinical severity of autonomic symptoms
and EDSS (Table 2).
Table (1): Patients and control groups by demographic and
clinical characteristic.
Data

The patients
group

The control
group

pvalue

Age

56.9±6.4

57.8±7.6

0.6

Gender:
Female
Male

22 (73.3%)/
8 (26.7%)

11 (55%)/
9 (45%)

0.1

Duration of disease

23 (76.7%)/
7 (23.3%)

14 (70%)/
6 (30%)

0.6

EDSS

24 (80%)/
6 (20%)

17 (85%)/
3 (15%)

0.6

109.3 ± 1 2.5/
69.6±7.6

124±7.5/
81.5 ±3.6

000

28 (93.3%)/
2 (6.7%)

15 (75%)/
5 (25%)

0.006

Mean Blood pressure:
Systolic
Diastolic
Autonomic score

Table (2): Patients and control regarding by their autonomic
nervous system alterations.
Data

The patients
group

The control
group

pvalue

Mean Blood pressure:
Systolic fall on standing
Diastolic fall on standing

109.3± 12.5/
69.6±7.6

124±7.5/
81.5± 3.6

000

Mean Blood pressure:
Systolic rise on hand grip
Diastolic rise on hand grip

28 (93.3%)/
2 (6.7%)

15 (75%)/
5 (25%)

0.006

19 (63.3%)/
11 (36.7%)

12 (60%)/
8 (40%)

0.8

24h ECG recording
(Parasympathetic):
- Processed time (h)
- Mean rate (beat/min)
- RRI (ms)
- MaxRR-MinRR
- SDNN index (ms)
- RMSSD (ms)
- PNN 50%

Regarding the BAEP results, we found that:
1- Pure-tone and speech Audiometry showed
within normal hearing levels in 16 patients, whereas
four patients had minimal sensor neural hearing
impairment (with no effect on BAEP).
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2- All subjects showed type A tympanometry;
14 showed absent acoustic reflexes elicited centrally; 4 showed elevated thresholds of acoustic
reflexes; and two showed preserved reflexes at
within normal range thresholds.
3- Individual test results: The prevalence of
BAEP abnormalities was calculated using central
group measures ± 2SD as an upper limit for normal
values. Three patients showed normal BAEP findings; five patients showed very poor morphology
with very poor repeatability in latency and amplitude measures; four patients showed only wave I
with no BAEP waves after; and eight patients
showed delayed absolute wave V latency with
lengthening of I-V inter-peak latency. As regards
the correlations of BAEP, there was a significant
relation between autonomic tests and BAEP abnormalities (Table 3). We found also a significant
correlation between autonomic score and I-V interpeak latency.
Table (3): BAEP abnormalities among patients with and
without autonomic dysfunction.
BAEP abnormalities
% (No)
Present (17)
Absent (3)
Total
p

Patients with
autonomic
dysfunction
(No.=13)

Patients
without autonomic
dysfunction
(No.=7)

13 (100)
0 (00)
13 (100)
0.003 *

4 (57.1)
3 (42.9)
7(100)
0.003 *

BAEP: (Brain stem auditory evoked potential).

Discussion
Autonomic dysfunction is frequently observed
in patients with MS, but clinical studies disagree
on the frequency and type of abnormalities in
autonomic function tests [13] . Evidence of two or
more abnormal tests justifies the diagnosis of
cardiovascular dysfunction [14] . In our study 40%
of the patients had two or more abnormal cardiovascular tests. This figure closely resembles those
reported by Briner et al., [15] Acevedo et al., [2] ;
Gunal et al., [16] and Kodounis et al., [17] where
39.3%, 42.5%, 45.5% and 42.42% of their patients
respectively had two or more abnormal cardiovascular autonomic tests. Flackenecker et al., [13]
reported the same figure 40% and 39% respectively
with at least one abnormal autonomic test. Stermann
et al., [5] found that about one-half of their MS
patients had two or more abnormal autonomic tests.
Considering patients with one positive test (borderline), in our study, the percentage increased to
65%. These findings are compatible with those of
several previous studies in which more than half

of the patients had at least one abnormal test Gallai
et al., [18] (52%); Acevedo et al., [2] (60%); and
de Seze et al., [19] (56%). However, lower percentages (27.5%, 25%, and 27.3%) were reported by
other authors; Vita et al., [14] . Frontoni et al., [4]
and Merkelbach et al., [6] respectively. These
differences could be attributed to different patient
selection criteria, methods, clinical courses, and
in-study medications. Furthermore, the frequency
of abnormal findings in tests for CV autonomic
nervous system varies due to the lack of standardized test performance or differentially used cutoff values [20] . Our MS patients showed a diminished autonomic responsiveness compared with
healthy controls. The evidence of diminished sympathetic and parasympathetic activities in MS
patients demonstrated by this study is in accordance
with previous studies [1,2,19,21-24] . In the present
study, sympathetic output was tested chiefly with
two reflexes, BP response to standing and sustained
exercise. Nine (45%) patients and six (30%) patients revealed an attenuation of blood pressure
response to standing and exercise respectively,
despite that only four (20%) had abnormalities of
both tests. The sympathetic dysfunction in MS
patients was reported by Guibilei et al., [25] , who
postulated that statistically significant involvement
of the sympathetic vasomotor system could be
responsible for the orthostatic intolerance. Surprisingly, Monge-Argiles et al., [9] , suggested that MS
seemed to cause an increase in sympathetic cardiovascular tone and the authors explained this unexpected result to more habit in MS patients (and
then relaxation) than in the control group for clinical
examinations. Moreover, Frontoni et al., [4] found
that the result of blood pressure changes to handgrip
was the only result of the autonomic dysfunction
tests in their study that could reach significance.
Hilsted [26] has reported abnormalities in the blood
pressure to exercise in patients with autonomic
dysfunction of diabetic etiology. These changes
were associated with a reduction in the catecholamine responses to exercise also. The blood pressure sustained handgrip in our study could be
explained through a similar phenomenon. However,
there is an alternative possibility which should be
considered. Longhurst and Mitchell [27] have reviewed the role of different impulses originating
from skeletal muscles in the regulation of heart
rate and blood pressure during exercise. The "group
IV afferents" are non-myelinated nerves which
appear to respond to metabolites generated in
skeletal muscle during exercise. Activation of these
fibers results in a reflex tachycardia and an increase
in blood pressure. Whilst the precise central connections of these fibers remain in doubt, it is widely
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believed that these afferent impulses are conveyed
to higher centers in the posterior columns of the
spinal cord. Heart rate variability (HRV) provides
a quantitative evaluation of the sympathovagal
interaction that modulates the autonomic function.
Time domain variables are good indicators of
parasympathetic tone, whereas the frequency variables measure the sympathetic activity [9] . In the
present study, time domain parameters diminished
in MS patients compared with control denoting
decreased parasympathetic tone. Forty-eight percent
of MS patients in a study of Gallai et al., [18] had
abnormal values in deep breathing test, indicating
failure of the parasympathetic function. Monge
Argiles et al., [9] analyzed the HRV in time and
frequency domains in 34 MS patients. Variability
in time domain was lower in most of MS patients
denoting affection of the parasympathetic tone.
Flachenecker et al., [1] assessed the cardiovascular
autonomic dysfunction in 26 patients with MS.
Parasympathetic dysfunction was found to be closely related to progression of disability and in contrast, sympathetic dysfunction was associated to
the clinical activity. Regarding the correlation of
autonomic dysfunction with clinical parameters,
we found significant correlations between autonomic tests of sympathetic and parasympathetic
systems with the duration of the disease. Weak
correlation was detected between these tests and
age of the patients. It is well known that most
autonomic function decrease with age. Thus we
could not determine whether diminished autonomic
reactivity found in our patients attributed to age
or to progressive damage caused by MS itself.
Frontoni et al., [4] found that a progressive decrease
of total power spectral density (PSD) of HRV has
been correlated with an increasing age; however
they postulated that the length of the illness rather
than the age of the subjects seemed to influence
the PSD. On the other hand, no relationship was
found between autonomic dysfunction and both
clinical severity of autonomic symptoms and EDSS.
Clinical correlations of autonomic tests dysfunctions have been a subject of controversy among
authors. In agreement with miscorrelation between
autonomic test and severity of autonomic symptoms, Stermann et al., [5] detected that 22 patients
with MS did not report specific autonomic symptoms despite that about one-half of their patients
had two or more abnormal autonomic tests, and
they hypothesized that abnormal function might
be masked by other disabilities and therefore difficult to appreciate without specific testing.
Flachenccker et al., [1] found that parasympathetic
but not the sympathetic dysfunction increased
slightly during follow up period with a significant

correlation to the increase in clinical severity.
Cardiovascular dysfunction was slightly related to
age and to EDSS in a study done by Merkelbach
et al., [6] . Gunal et al., [16] with statistical analysis
of 22 patients with relapsing remitting MS indicated
that patients with long disease duration rather than
high EDSS carried a risk of autonomic involvements in MS. In contrast, Acevedo et al., [2] , in a
study on 40 patients with MS, demonstrated the
relation between autonomic dysfunction and clinical
deterioration (as expressed by values of the EDSS
and FIM scales). In the present study different
types of BAEP abnormalities were observed in MS
patients. Poor morphology including very poor
repeatability in latency and amplitude measures
and absence of all waves except wave I as well as
prolongation of absolute latency of wave V and
prolongation of interpeak latency I-V, which indicated brainstem affection. They stated that variable
BAEP abnormalities found might indicate different
demyelinating patches affecting different sites of
brain stem which affect proper synchronization of
neural fibers sufficient to generate BAEP waves
in normal measures. As regards the correlation
between autonomic tests and BAEP; We found
significant correlations between I-V interpeak
latency with autonomic score. To best of our knowledge, this topic is not a matter of frequent research.
Conclusion:
Based on the results of the study, it was concluded that a significant number of patients with
MS show evidence of CV autonomic dysfunction,
which is correlated with brain stem function. Thus,
the autonomic tests could be a useful tool for
detecting subclinical autonomic dysregulation and
hence, developing more effective treatment and
rehabilitation strategies.
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